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Abstract

Introduction: The Kaiser Healthy Aging and Diverse Life Experiences (KHANDLE)

study enrolled Asian, Black, Latino, and White adults ages 65+ without prior demen-

tia diagnosis (N = 1709). We evaluated the prevalence of cognitive impairment (mild

cognitive impairment or dementia) accounting for potential biases.

Methods: A random subgroup (N = 541) received clinical evaluation and others were

evaluated if they failed a cognitive screen. Diagnoses were made under two condi-

tions: (1) demographics-blind, based on clinical exam and demographically adjusted

neuropsychological test scores; and (2) all available information (clinical exam, demo-

graphics, and adjusted and unadjusted test scores).

Results: Cognitive impairment prevalence was 28% for blinded-adjusted diagnosis

and 25% using all available information. Black participants had higher impairment

rates than White (both conditions) and Latino (blinded-adjusted diagnosis) partici-

pants. Incomplete assessments negatively biased prevalence estimates forWhite par-

ticipants.

Discussion: Racial/ethnic disparities in cognitive impairment were amplified by attri-

tion bias inWhite participants but were unaffected by type of test norms and diagnos-

ticians’ knowledge of demographics.
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1 BACKGROUND

TheUS older adult population is becoming increasingly diverse.1 There

is evidence of racial/ethnic disparities in cognitive impairment and

dementia2-5 and a need for studies that address these disorders in

racially/ethnically diverse samples.However, fewprevious studies have

had the sample diversity available to simultaneously examine and com-
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pare rates of cognitive impairment in multiple racial/ethnic groups

using the samemethods.

Comparative studies of cognitive health across diverse groups

present special challenges. Cognitive test results play an important

role in evaluating cognitive impairment. Racial/ethnic differences

in cross-sectional test scores are well documented6–10 and failure

to account for normative group differences can result in misdi-
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agnosing cognitively normal individuals from some groups with

cognitive impairment.11–13 Racial/ethnic group-specific norms are

one approach to minimize this source of bias, but this is not without

controversy.11,14–16 Attrition/drop-out is a second threat to validity of

group comparisons. Thosewith cognitive impairmentmay be less likely

to complete cognitive and clinical assessments. Estimates of cognitive

impairment based on those who completed assessments might under-

estimate true impairment rates, and group comparisons can be further

biased if there are differential drop-out rates across groups. Implicit

bias—subconscious associations that promote negative evaluations of

persons based on race, gender, or other characteristics17—is another

potential threat to diagnostic accuracy that has not been well studied

in the context of age-related cognitive impairment.

The Kaiser Healthy Aging andDiverse Life Experiences (KHANDLE)

studywas designed to evaluate how life-course experiences and socio-

cultural factors influence late-life brain health and cognitive decline

and contribute to racial/ethnic disparities in cognitive impairment

and dementia. KHANDLE is unique in that it enrolled non-demented

older adults from four racial/ethnic groups who were recruited from

a defined population. The clinical evaluation protocol includes rigor-

ous, standardized clinical assessment procedures that yield compre-

hensive clinical data. This makes it possible to systematically vary

conditions under which study clinicians make diagnoses to examine

how different information influences group differences in diagnoses.

In this study, we examined (1) the prevalence of cognitive impairment

in this racially/ethnically diverse sample, and (2) whether group differ-

ences in cognitive impairment rates were affected by three method-

ological factors: use of demographically adjusted versus unadjusted

neuropsychological test scores, diagnostician knowledge of demo-

graphic characteristics, and attrition bias related to failure to complete

assessments.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

KHANDLE participants were long-term members of the Kaiser Per-

manente Northern California (KPNC) integrated health care system,

ages 65+ years in 2017, spoke English or Spanish, and had partici-

pated previously in Kaiser Permanente multiphasic health checkups

(MHCs) between 1964 and 1985. KHANDLE recruited approximately

equal numbersofAsian, Black, Latino, andWhiteolder adultswhowere

diverse in educational attainment. This was implemented with strat-

ified random sampling by race/ethnicity and educational attainment

applied to the population ofMHCparticipantswho did not have amed-

ical records diagnosis of dementia (≈30,000 available in 2017). Exclu-

sion criteria included health conditions that would impede participa-

tion in study interviews (eg, hospice activity in the past 12 months,

history of severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in the past 6

months, congestive heart failure hospitalizations in the past 6 months,

history of end-stage renal disease or dialysis in the past 12 months).

Three of 1712 participants enrolled at baseline reportedNative Amer-

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review:We reviewed the literatureon studies

examining prevalent cognitive impairment across diverse

racial/ethnic groups using traditional (eg, PubMed)

sources. We advance this literature by examining how

cognitive impairment differences across groups are

affected by sources of bias in clinical diagnosis.

2. Interpretation: Cognitive impairment rates were greater

than 20% all in four racial/ethnic groups (Asian, Black,

Latino, and White). Black participants had the highest

prevalence of cognitive impairment and differed sig-

nificantly from White (both diagnosis conditions) and

Latino (one condition) participants. Group differences

were amplified by attrition bias inWhite participants but

were not affected by knowledge of demographics or use

of demographically adjusted test scores.

3. Future directions: Future research should examine

dementia incidence and continuous cognitive decline

across racially/ethnically diverse groups of older adults.

This study can inform approaches to identify and control

for factors that can bias results and distort estimation of

group differences in cognitive decline and dementia.

ican or unknown race and were dropped from the analyses due to the

small cell size, yielding an analytic sample of 1709.

2.1.1 KHANDLE study design

KHANDLE was a collaboration between the KPNC Division of

Research and UC Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Center. The study was

approved by Kaiser and UC Davis Institutional Review Boards and all

enrolled participants provided informed consent. A schematic of the

studydesign is presented inFigure1. TheKaiser teamrecruitedpartici-

pants andadministereda study interview,which included twocognitive

test batteries: theSpanish andEnglishNeuropsychologicalAssessment

Scales (SENAS)9 and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Toolbox

Cognitive Health Battery (NIHTB-CHB).18–20 At the study interview,

participants were asked to consent to referral to UC Davis, where the

clinical evaluation component was completed.

The sample was divided into a Random Selection group (N = 541)

and a Screen Selection group (N = 1168). Assignment to these groups

was random within each racial/ethnic group. All Random Selection

group participants were invited to receive a full clinical evaluation,

including clinical neuropsychological testing and a clinical exam. Based

on a screening algorithm developed using results from the Random

Selection group (details in SupplementaryMaterials), Screen Selection

group participants were selected for clinical neuropsychological test-
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F IGURE 1 Study design [All participants received SENAS andNIHTB-CHB cognitive testing (excluded from consideration for diagnosis). The
Random Selection groupwas selected randomly to receive full clinical evaluation (clinical neuropsychological testing and clinical exam). Individuals
in the Screen Selection groupwere selected for clinical neuropsychological testing if they failed the cognitive screen, and received clinical exam
and adjudicated diagnosis if neuropsychological results were abnormal

ing and were referred for a clinical exam if clinical neuropsychological

test results were abnormal.

2.2 Clinical evaluation and diagnosis

2.2.1 Clinical evaluation components

Clinical neuropsychological testing was performed by a trained psy-

chometrist; the battery consisted of version 3 of the Uniform Dataset

of the National Institute on Aging Alzheimer’s Disease Centers

program21 supplemented by the Consortium to Establish a Registry

for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) list learning test and CERAD draw-

ing copy and delayed recall.22 The clinical exam was administered by a

physician trained in clinical dementia assessment and included a medi-

cal history and history of cognitive problems, physical and neurological

exam, mental status testing using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment

(MoCA),23 and the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale.24

2.2.2 Clinical neuropsychological test scoring and
adjudication

Unadjusted and demographically adjusted scores were calculated for

each clinical neuropsychological test. Adjusted scores controlled for

race/ethnicity, education, and gender (details in Supplementary Mate-

rials). Briefly, linear regression methods applied to baseline test scores

of 810 cognitively normal individuals (343 from the Random Selection

group and 467 from the UC Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Center Diver-

sity cohort25) removed variance related to these demographic charac-

teristics. Normative values for unadjusted and adjusted scores were

derived from cognitively normal KHANDLE Random Selection group

individuals.

2.2.3 Diagnosis adjudication

Clinical diagnosis was adjudicated by three senior clinicians (two

neurologists and a neuropsychologist), who had extensive dementia

assessment experience and were KHANDLE investigators. Diagnos-

ticians reviewed clinical exam results (MoCA, the CDR, medical his-

tory and presentation of symptoms, examining clinician’s impression),

neuropsychological test results, and a clinical neuropsychological adju-

dication of test results). The diagnostician made sequential decisions

under varied conditions to examine how different information influ-

ences diagnosis: (1) demographics-blind classification (normal, mild

cognitive impairment [MCI], dementia) based on clinical exam results

and demographically adjusted neuropsychological scores (“blinded-

adjusted diagnosis”), and (2) final classification based on all available

information (“final-all available information diagnosis”). Diagnostic cri-

teria are described in the Supplementary Materials. The reliability of

clinical diagnosis was formally evaluated. Due to the small number of

dementia diagnoses, we evaluated inter-rater reliability of diagnosis of

cognitive impairment (MCI or dementia). Agreement (94%, 97%) and

Cohen’s Kappa26 values (0.86, 0.93) were high for both conditions (see

SupplementaryMaterials for more detail).

2.3 Nondiagnostic cognitive assessments

All participants completed the SENAS and the NIHTB-CHB before

the clinical evaluation; these results were excluded from diagnostic
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adjudications. SENAS was developed to measure cognition in diverse

racial/ethnic groups, has English and Spanish language versions, and

assesses three cognitive domains (verbal episodic memory, seman-

tic memory, executive function).9,27–32 Four NIHTB-CHB measures,

administered using the NIH Toolbox iPad App, were used to measure

episodic memory (Picture Sequence Memory Test), language (Picture

Vocabulary), executive function (Flanker), and working memory (List

Sorting). (SENAS and NIHTB-CHB are described in more detail in Sup-

plementaryMaterials.)

2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Design and data analysis overview

Our outcomes were (1) blinded-adjusted diagnosis and (2) final-all

available information diagnosis.We compared estimates of prevalence

of cognitive impairment for these twooutcomes toassesswhether esti-

mates of racial/ethnic differences were affected by use of demograph-

ically adjusted versus unadjusted neuropsychological test scores and

diagnostician knowledge of demographic characteristics. For partici-

pants who did not receive an adjudicated diagnosis either by design

or failure to complete intended assessments, we estimated cogni-

tive impairment using cognitive variables (SENAS and NIHTB-CHB),

core demographic variables (age, gender, education), and racial/ethnic

group.

2.4.2 Raw cognitive impairment prevalence

Raw cognitive impairment prevalence (overall and race/ethnicity sub-

groups) was estimated in the Random Selection group, calculated as

number with adjudicated diagnoses of MCI or dementia divided by

total number adjudicated.

2.4.3 Diagnostic prediction model to estimate
cognitive impairment prevalence

Model-derived estimates of cognitive impairment prevalence were

developed for the blinded-adjusted and final-all available information

conditions as follows. Step1:A logistic regressionmodelwas estimated

in those with an adjudicated diagnosis. Presence/absence of cognitive

impairment was the dependent variable and independent variables

included SENAS and NIHTB-CHB cognitive test scores, age, educa-

tion, gender, race/ethnicity, and race/ethnicity by cognitive test score

interactions. Step 2: The model estimated in Step 1 was used to cal-

culate cognitive impairment probability for each individual without an

adjudicated diagnosis. Missing values in independent variables were

replaced with multiple imputation (25 imputations), and probability

of impairment for each individual was averaged across the imputed

data sets. Step 3: An aggregated probability of impairment was set

as 1 for those diagnosed as impaired, 0 for those diagnosed as nor-

mal, and the estimated probability of impairment for those without an

adjudicated diagnosis. Step 4: Group-specific prevalences were calcu-

lated as the sum of aggregated individual probabilities of impairment

dividedbygroup sample size. Step5:Bootstrap sampling (10,000draws

with replacement) was used to establish 95% confidence intervals for

prevalence estimates and pairwise differences between racial/ethnic

groups.

2.4.4 Attrition bias

We estimated cognitive impairment probability under the final-all

information diagnosis condition for Random Selection group individu-

als using the logistic regression model described in Section 2.5.3. The

probability of impairment was Blom transformed33 to normalize and

standardize the distribution. We used linear regression to compare

impairment probability within each racial/ethnic group in cases with

andwithout an adjudicated diagnosis.

2.4.5 Demographic and health associations with
cognitive impairment prevalence

We examined how age, education, and gender were related to aggre-

gated probabilities of impairment for the two diagnosis conditions.We

used linear regression to examine the associations of diabetes, hyper-

tension, hypercholesterolemia, depression, and anxiety with probabili-

ties of cognitive impairmentwithin the RandomSelection group. These

are common health conditions that have been implicated as important

for brain and cognitive health.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Sample characteristics

Table 1 reports sample characteristics stratified by racial/ethnic

group—the full sample characteristics are in the upper half of the

table, whereas the lower half refers to Random Selection individuals

who completed clinical exams. Linear regression was used to exam-

ine racial/ethnic group differences in continuous variables and chi-

square testswere used for categorical variables. Gender (P= .001), age

(P= .007), education (P= .001), and all seven cognitive tests (P’s< .001)

differed across racial/ethnic groups in the full sample. Proportions of

Random Selection individuals who completed planned clinical evalua-

tions differed across groups (P = .019) and were higher in Asian and

White participants than in Black and Latino participants. The preva-

lence of diabetes (P= .002) and hypertension (P= .017) differed across

groups in the Random Selection sample, with the highest rates in Black

and the lowest rates in White participants. Diabetes and hyperten-

sion rates are consistent with a recent population-based study.34 The

MoCA total score (P= .001) and CDR Sum of boxes (P= .046) differed

across groups.
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TABLE 1 Sample characteristics

Asian Black Latino White Total

Full Sample - mean (SD) 415 (100.0%) 443 (100.0%) 348 (100.0%) 503 (100.0%) 1,709 (100.0%)

Random/Screening - Random Selection 125 (30.1%) 129 (29.1%) 160 (46.0%) 127 (25.2%) 541 (31.7%)

Random/Screening - Screen Selection 290 (69.9%) 314 (70.9%) 188 (54.0%) 376 (74.8%) 1168 (68.3%)

Gender - female 221 (53.3%) 299 (67.5%) 205 (58.9%) 291 (57.9%) 1016 (59.4%)

Age (years) - mean (SD) 75.2 (±7.0) 75.1 (±7.1) 75.7 (±6.7) 76.6 (±7.5) 75.7 (±7.1)

Education (years) - mean (SD) 15.6 (±2.6) 14.2 (±2.8) 13.1 (±4.1) 15.2 (±2.9) 14.6 (±3.2)

EpisodicMemory (SENAS) - mean (SD) 0.2 (±1.0) -0.1 (±0.9) -0.2 (±1.0) 0.1 (±1.0) 0.0 (±1.0)

SemanticMemory (SENAS) - mean (SD) -0.2 (±1.0) -0.5 (±0.8) 0.0 (±0.9) 0.6 (±0.9) 0.0 (±1.0)

Executive Function (SENAS) - mean (SD) -0.2 (±0.9) -0.3 (±0.9) -0.2 (±0.9) 0.5 (±1.1) 0.0 (±1.0)

Flanker (NIHTB) - mean (SD) 0.2 (±1.0) -0.4 (±1.0) 0.0 (±1.0) 0.2 (±0.9) 0.0 (±1.0)

Picture SequenceMemory (NIHTB) - mean (SD) 0.0 (±1.0) -0.3 (±0.9) 0.1 (±0.9) 0.1 (±1.0) 0.0 (±1.0)

List Sorting (NIHTB) - mean (SD) 0.0 (±0.9) -0.3 (±1.0) 0.0 (±0.9) 0.2 (±1.0) 0.0 (±1.0)

Picture Vocabulary (NIHTB) - mean (SD) -0.1 (±1.0) -0.4 (±0.9) -0.2 (±0.9) 0.6 (±0.9) 0.0 (±1.0)

Random Selection - Clinical Exam 102 (81.6%) 90 (69.8%) 116 (72.5%) 106 (83.5%) 414 (76.5%)

Diabetes* - Yes 19 (18.6%) 30 (33.3%) 23 (19.8%) 13 (12.3%) 85 (20.5%)

Hypertension* - Yes 53 (52.0%) 62 (68.9%) 64 (55.2%) 52 (49.1%) 231 (55.8%)

Hypercholesteremia* - Yes 59 (57.8%) 52 (57.8%) 49 (42.2%) 58 (54.7%) 218 (52.7%)

Depression (last 2 years)* - Yes 1 (1.0%) 4 (4.4%) 6 (5.2%) 6 (5.7%) 17 (4.1%)

Anxiety* - Yes 2 (2.0%) 2 (2.2%) 8 (6.9%) 3 (2.8%) 15 (3.6%)

MoCA Total Score* - mean (SD) 23.1 (±4.4) 21.6 (±4.4) 22.5 (±3.8) 25.0 (±3.7) 23.1 (±4.3)

CDR Sum of Boxes* - mean (SD) 0.2 (±0.7) 0.5 (±0.9) 0.2 (±0.7) 0.2 (±0.6) 0.3 (±0.7)

Asians included 222 Chinese, 81 Japanese, 67 Filipino,26 Southeast Asian, and 3 Pacific Islander; Latino included 169Mexican, 66 Central/South American,

22 Caribbean, and 76Other Latino. *= FromRandom Selection participants with completed clinical evaluations (N= 414).]

F IGURE 2 Study participation flow chart

3.2 Recruitment and response rate

Figure 2 shows numbers of participants by assessment. For the Ran-

dom Selection group, 109 (20.1%) declined consent for referral to UC

Davis, declined a clinical evaluation by the UCDavis team, or could not

be contacted after multiple attempts. Clinical neuropsychological test-

ing was completed by 432 (79.9%) and 413 of the 432 (95.6%) com-

pleted a clinical exam. For the Screen Selection group, 59 (5.1%) did not

complete the NIHTB-CHB screening measures, 149 (12.8%) declined

clinical evaluation or could not be contacted by theUCDavis team, and
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F IGURE 3 Raw prevalence of cognitive impairment by racial/ethnic group; Random Selection group (N= 413). Cognitive impairment=mild
cognitive impairment or dementia, blinded-adjusted= diagnosis based on clinical exam results and demographically adjusted neuropsychological
scores (adjusted for race/ethnicity, gender, and education), blind to the demographic characteristics of the individual. Final= diagnosis based on all
available information (clinical exam results, demographically adjusted neuropsychological scores, unadjusted neuropsychological scores, and
participant’s demographic characteristics). (Estimated values are presented in Supplementary Table 2, SupplementaryMaterials)

727 (62.2%) had normal cognitive screen results. Two hundred thirty-

three (20.0%) received clinical neuropsychological testing, 100 (42.9%

of this group) had normal neuropsychological test results, 108 (46.4%)

completed a clinical exam, and 25 (10.7%) did not complete a clinical

exam.

3.3 Prevalence of cognitive impairment based on
adjudicated diagnoses

Fourteen individuals (0.8%) received a blinded-adjusted diagnosis of

dementia and 13 (0.8%) had a final all-information available diagnosis

of dementia (11with dementia under both conditions); therewere 184

(10.8%) adjudicated blinded-adjusted diagnoses of MCI and 153 (9%)

final diagnoses ofMCI. These numbers underestimate true numbers of

cognitive impairment cases due to attrition from planned exams and

imperfect sensitivity of the screening algorithm. However, the demen-

tia prevalence in this sample was quite low, and subsequent results

combineMCI and dementia into a single category of “cognitive impair-

ment.”

Figure 3 shows the prevalence of race/ethnicity-stratified cognitive

impairment prevalence in theRandomSelection group. The prevalence

was higher for blinded-adjusted diagnosis than final-all available infor-

mation diagnosis, except in Latino participants. The prevalence was

highest for Black participants and lowest for White participants for

both conditions.

3.4 Diagnostic prediction model estimates, full
sample

Model-estimated prevalence rates in the full sample (Figure 4) showed

similar patterns to raw prevalence estimates from the Random Selec-

tion group (Figure 3) in two important ways: (1) Cognitive impairment

prevalence was highest among Black and lowest among White partic-

ipants, (2) prevalences for the blinded-adjusted condition were higher

for all groups except Latino participants.Model-estimated prevalences

were 8% to 9% higher than raw estimates for White participants. Dif-

ferences between raw and model-derived prevalences did not exceed

4% for the other three groups. The range of racial/ethnic group differ-

ences in model-estimated prevalence was smaller than for raw preva-

lences, which was largely due to higher model estimated prevalences

for White participants. Group differences in prevalences is addressed

in Figure 5, which shows bootstrap-estimated prevalence differences

and 95% confidence intervals. Under both diagnostic conditions, cog-

nitive impairment prevalence was significantly higher among Black
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F IGURE 4 Diagnostic predictionmodel estimated prevalence of cognitive impairment and 95% confidence intervals by racial/ethnic group, all
KHANDLE participants (n= 1709). Cognitive impairment=mild cognitive impairment or dementia, blinded-adjusted= diagnosis based on clinical
exam results and demographically adjusted neuropsychological scores (adjusted for race/ethnicity, gender, and education), blind to demographic
characteristics of the individual. Final= diagnosis based on all available information (clinical exam results, demographically adjusted
neuropsychological scores, unadjusted neuropsychological scores, and participant’s demographic characteristics). (Estimated values are presented
in Supplementary Table 3, SupplementaryMaterials)

than White participants. Prevalence estimates based on the blinded-

adjusted diagnosis were significantly higher in Black than Latino par-

ticipants.

3.5 Attrition bias

Impairment probability differed significantly between White partic-

ipants in the Random Selection group who did and did not receive

an adjudicated diagnosis (diagnosed mean = 0.167, standard error

[SE] = 0.065, undiagnosed mean = 0.339, SE = 0.06, p = 0.005). For

Black participants, average impairment probabilitywas0.086 lower for

diagnosed cases than for undiagnosed cases, but this difference was

not statistically significant (P= .065). ForAsian and Latino participants,

average impairment probabilities for diagnosed andundiagnosed cases

differed by less than 0.021 (P> .488).

3.6 Demographic and health associations with
cognitive impairment

Age, education, and gender were related to cognitive impairment

under both diagnosis conditions. For example, cognitive impairment

rates were five-fold higher among those 85 years or older (64–66%)

versus 65- to 69-year-olds (10–12%). Estimated education effects

were smaller for the blinded-adjusted condition (30% for less than

high school vs 25% for college graduates) than the final-all information

condition (29% vs 19%). Cognitive impairment prevalence was higher

among male than female participants under both conditions (36% vs

31% blinded-adjusted; 33% vs 27% final-all information). Hyperten-

sion was the only health condition associated with higher probability

of cognitive impairment in theRandomSelection group. (More detailed

results are available in the SupplementaryMaterials.)

4 DISCUSSION

KHANDLE obtained comprehensive clinical assessments of older

adults from four racial/ethnic groups selected fromacommon sampling

frame. Cognitive impairment prevalence was 25% for the final diag-

nosis based on all available information and was slightly higher (28%)

for blinded-adjusted diagnoses. Prevalence was highest among Black

participants under both conditions (31%and 35%). Black-White preva-

lence differences were statistically significant for both conditions, and

Black-Latino prevalence differences were statistically significant for

the blinded-adjusted condition; all other racial/ethnic group pairwise
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F IGURE 5 Diagnosis PredictionModel estimated racial/ethnic differences in prevalence of cognitive impairment and 95% confidence
intervals; all KHANDLE participants (n= 1709). Group differences in prevalence are calculated as the prevalence in the first groupminus the
prevalence in the second group. Cognitive impairment=mild cognitive impairment or dementia, blinded-adjusted= diagnosis based on clinical
exam results and demographically adjusted neuropsychological scores (adjusted for race/ethnicity, gender, and education), blind to demographic
characteristics of the individual. Final= diagnosis based on all available information (clinical exam results, demographically adjusted
neuropsychological scores, unadjusted neuropsychological scores, and participant’s demographic characteristics). (Estimated values are presented
in Supplementary Table 4, SupplementaryMaterials)

comparisons were not statistically significant. White participants who

failed to complete clinical evaluations had significantly higher cognitive

impairment probability than those whowere evaluated.

There is a large volume of literature on racial/ethnic differences

in prevalence of dementia and cognitive impairment, with substantial

variability in methods used across studies.35–52 This study predom-

inantly addresses MCI because there were few cases with demen-

tia. MCI prevalence varies substantially as a function of how MCI is

defined and operationalized but also varies across samples using simi-

lar definitions.53,54 Prevalence estimates in this study showed substan-

tial cognitive impairment (>20%) in all four racial/ethnic groups, and

these rates are consistent with prevalence estimates in studies using

similarly broad definitions ofMCI.53 Cognitive impairment rates in this

study alsowere similar toMCI rates fromapreviousmulti-racial/ethnic

study44 that reported28%prevalenceofMCI,with similar rates among

Black, Latino, and White participants. As expected, cognitive impair-

ment was strongly associated with age. Higher education was asso-

ciated with less cognitive impairment. This association was less pro-

nounced for the blinded-adjusted diagnosis condition, which is not sur-

prising, since education is related to cognitive test scores in cognitively

normal individuals,55 and education-normed performance was used

under the blinded-adjusted condition. Dementia prevalence was ≈1%.

Because amedical recorddementia diagnosis excludedenrollment, this

suggests a low prevalence of undetected dementia cases in KPNC.

Weexaminedwhethermethodological differences inhowdiagnoses

were obtained influenced group differences in cognitive impairment

prevalence. The blinded-adjusted diagnosis condition controlled for

normative differences in test scores across groups and was designed

to limit implicit bias. The final-all information diagnosis condition gave

clinicians access to themost comprehensive information, but therewas

also greater exposure to potential biases. Final-all information preva-

lence estimates were lower than blinded-adjusted condition estimates

in all groups except for Latinos. It is important to note that preva-

lence differences across groups were very similar for the two condi-

tions. This suggests that test score norms and knowledge of partic-

ipant demographic characteristics did not differentially affect preva-

lence estimates across racial/ethnic groups.However, adjusting for fail-

ure to complete planned assessments resulted in higher estimated

prevalence in White participants but not in other groups; conversely,

not adjusting for attrition amplified differences betweenWhite partic-

ipants and other groups.

The literature on how different biases affect estimates of cognitive

impairment prevalence is limited. The impact of using race/ethnicity

group-specific neuropsychological test norms has received the most

attention. There is evidence that cognitively normal individuals from
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racial/ethnic minority groups have lower average test scores, and that

failure to account for normative differences can lead to high rates of

false-positive diagnoses of cognitive impairment.11,13 But there also is

concern that group-specific norms might lead to higher false-negative

rates in groups that have lower normative scores.14,15 The effects of

types of test norms on diagnosis from a comprehensive clinical evalua-

tionhavenotbeenwell studied. Similarly, the effects of implicit bias and

attrition bias on the diagnosis of cognitive impairment have received

limited attention.

Type of test norms and implicit bias did not appear to affect group

differences in cognitive impairment in this study, but this remains

an important question for future research. Test norms in this study

were based on the KHANDLE sample in which 29% were non-Latino

Whites, and consequently, demographically adjusted and unadjusted

test scores were being compared to an unusually diverse norma-

tive sample. Norms used in clinical practice often are predominantly

based on non-Latino Whites, and even for instruments like the NIHTB

CHB that have population-representative norming, White individu-

als account for more than 70% of the normative sample. This may

have been a factor contributing to the lack of an effect of the

type of test norms in our study. Diagnosticians in this study were

three clinicians who had extensive, shared experience working with a

racially/ethnically diverse populations in a dementia research setting.

It will be important to address diagnostic bias in clinicians from more

diverse settings with different levels of training and experience.

4.1 Strengths and limitations

This study has important strengths. KHANDLE includes four

racial/ethnic groups from a common sampling frame. It conducted

gold standard, comprehensive assessments with a randomly selected

subgroup, augmented by a two-stage design applied to the rest of

the sample to identify those at highest risk for cognitive impairment.

KHANDLE participants received additional, high-quality cognitive

assessments (SENAS and NIHTB-CHB) that were excluded from diag-

nosis. We were able to use this additional cognitive data to estimate

probability of cognitive impairment in those who did not receive

full clinical evaluations. Individuals who failed to complete clinical

evaluations still contributed to the prevalence estimates thus reducing

the effects of attrition bias.

There also are relevant weaknesses. Although the KHANDLE sam-

ple is diverse, all participants have had consistent health care access

over many decades, which is not the norm for the population of north-

ern California. A second important limitation is that diagnosticians

were a small sample of convenience. Third, only two diagnosis condi-

tions (blinded-adjusted and final all-information) were examined and

adjusted test scores were available under both conditions. This design

does not permit definitive comparisons of unadjusted versus adjusted

test scores. Finally, we did not directlymeasure implicit bias in the diag-

nosticians.

4.2 Implications for future studies

This study provides a foundation and demonstrates an approach for

future work to examine sources of bias in a more systematic and

refined manner. It will be important to evaluate these influences in

a more heterogenous sample of diagnosticians and to broaden the

types of norms evaluated. We plan future studies within KHANDLE

that will include larger numbers of diagnosticians with greater het-

erogeneity in training and experience. We will compare rates of cog-

nitive impairment when clinicians have access to only demographi-

cally adjusted versus only unadjusted scores, and will vary whether

norms come from diverse or predominantly non-Latino White sam-

ples. We will also directly measure implicit bias in individual clini-

cians by providing systematically different demographic characteris-

tics for the same observed clinical data and tabulating differences in

diagnostic outcomes. This will facilitate examining how individual-level

implicit bias influences diagnostic decisions. The current study rep-

resents an important step toward unbiased diagnosis, and ultimately,

better understanding of racial/ethnic differences in late-life cognitive

health.
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